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Summoners war hall of heroes reddit

Subreddit for mobile game Summoners War: Sky Arena. Discuss the latest gameplay, news, and events with fellow callers around the world.108kdoing endgame achievementsNo Sales/Real Money TradingRelevant Post Flairs and TitlesCurrent Subreddit banner by /u/Trahorig's GF Hi, I have completed the call for almost every Monster Hall of Heroes
com2us has released with the exception of wind undine. I am far from an expert in this game considering how I don't rank too high in PVP. However, I can say with certainty that hall of heroes is probably the best show Com2us brings every month. It serves literally every group of players in the game with the exception of those starting that week. People who
are unlucky with the calling benefit greatly from this. You get your own natural 4 stars to use. There's not a single Hall of Heroes where monsters are horrible. Despite the controversy that has occurred with the lightweight succubus, each unit is very good. Yes there are a lot of better units in the game, but you have to really work with what you can earn, and
what you already have. Why wait so long for that Lushen or that Arnold may or may never show up? If it finally appears - great, now you can move on to using it because you've farmed great monsters in other aspects of the game. You can move your runes, you can use them for essence farming, better agricultural runes, and all the great things. For those
with great calling fortune, I envy you. But beyond that, Hall of Heroes will still be very beneficial for you. It offers a group of monsters that can be used to skill, develop, or fill your monster book. Heck, you may find more use of one of these monsters in a given area than you already have. For players who have recently started, you have to jump right on this
train. It's only 3 days and will hardly hinder your progress through the game. Even if you can't clean the B2, the B1 is a great place to grind. The re-energy and profit where it is is truly remarkable. I think it is something like where the advantages of a secret 3 star dungeon at the cost of a secret dungeon of 2 stars (relatively speaking). When you don't get mana,
you get the calling part, which brings you closer to having a natural 4 star. From my experience back when I was new, the water rack hall gave me a great starting point in the game. I grind the B1 for him, gets a lot of mana and the unit sticks with me throughout my game. Despite what everyone said back then about water shelves being rubbish, I still hold on
to it (it does have my doubts however). So, now that I'm running for a while, here are some tips/knowledge that have passed:Hall of Heroes generally opens at the beginning of each month! Save energy gifts in the last week of the month, start storing crystals. If you have a lot of energy and crystal crystals Time is your enemy! B2 and B3 runs can often be
VERY long, time that suits yourself. B1 is great for farming no matter your level, you can get bits and pieces of calling, and a lot of mana at the same time. The result of exp B1 is quite low, but for middle-level people, you may be able to clean up with one unit. Reddit will always have threads that can help you get your team cleaned up, or have clear cut
suggestions. Certain 2* and 3* monsters will make running more efficient if you're not stingy about which monsters you like to use. (Really hate this about myself, do not like to use half the monsters that currently make the basement easy ;_;)If you are not sure if you can clean, try the manual before you auto. AI makes very bad choices sometimes. Although
other times the AI played better than me because I was half asleep, haha. Read the previous skills, it can help when developing a team. Remember that advice is very biased for the most part, including the walls of this text. Take it all with a grain of salt, and try to make your own judgment on things. I hope this giant text wall helps someone out there. I mainly
do this because of com2us complaints about callings – and for the fact that every time the Hall of Heroes shows up I see people complaining or asking silly questions in in-game chats. I know most of them probably won't see this (I don't often channel 8088), but whatever. If you have just started the game and can not remove B1, I am sorry for your loss. I can't
say much other than keep trying or better luck next month when you ready.PS: Here's my monster inbox for those wondering. s not the best for someone who has played as long as I have. Really hated that my Julie was attractive; Rarely uses it and has a complete half rune on him. Don't really use my magic archers, raoq, imps, copper, or anything else over
line 3 really. Other Monster Hall of Heroes are still on the roll. Only 1 fire nine tails and 5 sad dark ghost thieves. PPS: please stop throwing terms like f2p team, considering the nature of this game it's ridiculous in my opinion. I'm not enforcing anything, but I want this to stop. Even someone who has drowned a ton of money in this game can get stuck with the
same group of monsters as someone who has never put a dime in. Also Hall of Heroes monsters do not count as one of the f2p monsters. Many new will often miss the old, and therefore miss their chance at f2p if you want. A general team, or a budget team is a much better term. (Budgets like that are easy to get, not in terms of cash). Page 2 20 comments
Page 2 6 comments Hey guys since September is my birthday month and I am glad to see what monsters we might get, I decided to make this post to see what you guys' thinking on who we might get. These are all 4* dark monsters that don't yet have HoH. Liebli (joker) Grego (lich) Hrungnir Hrungnir King) Betta (mermaid) Lanett (magic knight) Isabelle
(assassin) Karl (neostone warrior)Personally I really hope it is a mermaid or sylphid or kung fu girl but most likely it may be one of the new monsters (killer fighter/neostone). Who do you think it would be?edit: issued kfg and sylphid did not know we had a hoh for them sorry :/Page 2 event guide said it in kairos ..... it doesn't show.... Is it because I am too low a
level (19)? Page 2i.redd.it/7xc2wd... Who will you vote for? Edit: (APRIL 2020)Light Pierret (Eva)Dark Rakshasa (Ran)Wind Horus (Imesety)Water Anubis (Avaris)Fire Jack-o-Lantern (Smokey)Ran and Avaris look great for food flavorings. Imesety good with copper abd buldoz. Eva might be a good choice for speed running. Hope Com2Us make us go every
dungeon once we're done but we can only pray. Page 2 113 comments Page 2 Hello fellow presenters! Welcome to your monthly dose of punches and Hall of Heroes predictions. We will evaluate possible options for future HoH. This will be element HoH number 80.This month: Fire! The following table is created for mobile users because it is easier to scroll
there. PC users and white space lovers can (and probably should) just skip it, the 'old' version below. We were left with the following 15 candidates for HoH this month before assessing their overall strength and usefulness: (Anubis) (Knife Dancer) (Boomerang Warrior) (Dryad) (Gargoyle) (Magic Knight) (Mermaid) (Agent Neostone) (Neostone Agent) (Neo
(Ninja) (Phantom Thief) (Pirate Captain) (Poison Master) (Rakshasa) (String Master) (Undine)Taking into account how 'good' and overall useful the mons are, we will now determine their chances: (Anubis)Opportunities: Khmun people, It's not going to happen. The logic: Not that it will make a difference because everyone already has 10 of him built for the
Siege but he is definitely too strong for HoH. (Knife Dancer) Probable: Nope.The logic: So he is a pretty decent monster that can be used as a booster/buffer/DD hybrid for AO. But the S3 is called a full moon and by the time HoH ends this month it will be a new moon so obviously Com2uS can't do that. (Boomerang Warrior) Possibilities: On the low side of
Logic: yes I know everyone has a Tricaru for the basement now but Maruna is still a great ToA (H) monster. (Dryad) Chances: Not too bad The logic: It's winter so to help flowers and her bee friends survive Nisha takes them to a cozy basement to keep them warm. Too bad that it is space the same land of millions of players who attack every day. (Gargoyle)
Possibilities: GoodThe Logic: Here's your very low budget version of the Beast that no one asked for so everyone would get it. (Magic Knight) Probable: Unlikely Logic: So I'm pretty sure you all know this story about Christmas where Astar led 3 kings for some to give him a gift. Turns out the three kings were called Icaru and this story about them took you.
from NB12 so you can see Astar is too busy being elsewhere to become HoH. (Mermaid) Chances: Not high Logic: Mermaids in the snow? Please. (Agent Neostone) Possibilities: Decent logic: It used to be a top-level R5 monster until the speed team came along. Now he's probably making the most of him being forgotten by everyone including the balance
team in his other job as a secret agent. What are you doing here? Probable: Unlikely Logic: DD fire is good with some death protection (Phantom Thief)Possibilities: DecentThe Logic: Everyone wants a new pair of Jeans for Christmas, right? Or 5. (Pirate Captain) Possibilities: Not high Logic: The whole Johnny Depp thing has exploded (the internet), it's
highly unlikely that other pirates tried to copy it so soon after. (Poison Master) Possibilities: Great logic: Get him off my SWC roll so you'll all get it too. Also wtf is the design of this kit? Okay cool he can fight Rica aaand yes that's all. This is a super annoying version of dryad S2. 10/10 will HoH him again. (Rakshasa) Possibilities: Depending on how naughty
you are Logic: It's Christmas season and Santa is usually accompanied by someone who punishes people who behave badly, and who does that better than a woman with a whip? Although of course some may see that as a reward rather than a punishment... Wait, it's not safe to winter quickly. (Master String) Possibilities: High logic: ATK fans sound good.
Heal sounds good. But the whole design does not alternate in turn-based games does not work in most cases, they require some adjustments to make it useful. What are you looking at here? Possibilities: On the down side of Logic: A smart healer, good for Tartarus. Yet nothing is truly amazing. We will also consider the approach of predicting the next HoH
based on the average distance between HoH from the same family. Here's a plot that shows the time distance between HoH and one family. The current average between two HoH's from the same family is 25.8 months. Based on these predictions, the upcoming HoH is an ineligible Fire Horus. TL;DR: Most likely candidates are Gargoyle, String Master, and
say Poison Master.Your thoughts/wishes are on HoH this month? Hoh, what's going on?
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